
Vignette Four “What if?” Imagining a Different Kind of Digital Access 

During our interviews, some participants imagined a more accessible digital 

landscape. We had fun in our conversations with Tracy and Nicole (not their real 

names), speculating about how internet access could be made available through 

computer stations in different areas of downtown. Both Tracy and Nicole came up 

with this same idea!  

What do you think of this idea? What other ‘what if’ scenarios can you  imagine to 

make digital access more equitable in this community? 

 

Tracy: “A touch screen? That would be really cool.” 

Suzanne asks Tracy where she usually gets information. She answers: “I usually 

see it posted on the wall, like…at community centres and stuff.”  Suzanne: “Oh 

ya? Like posters?” In response, Tracy comes up with this idea: “Ya, but they 

should have a touch screen inside. Like, you know they have inside the social 

services office.” Suzanne picks up on the idea: “Like with a touch screen?” “Ya, 

that would be really cool.” Suzanne responds: “Ya, that would be cool,” “Like a 

kiosk kind of thing?” Sherry asks. Tracy explains the idea a bit more: “It’s like a 

main screen, right? And you can go right into the background to find out 

information.”  

 

In another interview, another participant, Nicole, comes up with a similar idea. 

 

Nicole: “Unless you guys put computer screens all around the DTES” 

We ask Nicole what suggestions she has for improving the LinkVan app. Nicole 

points out that there are many times when community organizations are not open, 

and in that case people do not have access to the internet.  

“Unless you guys put computer screens all around the DTES,” she says. We think 

about this for a minute and then Suzanne says, “Well, ya maybe, right? Maybe 

that’s the way to go.” Nicole elaborates, “You guys should just have a place. You 

can have somebody stand there and they can have like a computer pad, so people 

can go there and find things out. Just like a little tiny booth.” Sherry asks, “Like an 

ATM machine?” “Ya ya. Kind of like that […] And it doesn’t have to be expensive 



or anything, but you have to have somebody there.” “Would you use it?” Suzanne 

asks. “Ya,” Nicole says, “a lot of people would. Tourists, everybody. I think a lot 

of people would use it […] But it has to be in an open area, like Oppenheimer park, 

around there or somewhere that everybody goes.” 

 “Usually I don’t get a straight answer [from community organizations]. But if you 

had a booth like that …” What if? 

 

This is what we think Tracy and Nicole have in mind. Lots of fancy shopping 

malls and office buildings have kiosks that help people find the shops and services 

they are looking for.  

 



 


